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1.0

INTRODUCTION
& CONTEXT

1.0

1.1

Introduction & Context

Project Summary

Like other regional communities, Lakes
Entrance faces many challenges including
distance from key population centres, an
increasingly competitive and online economy,
and an ageing population.
In addition to these general challenges,
Lakes Entrance has been identified as being
particularly vulnerable to the impacts of
flooding and climate change. This has created
significant uncertainty about the future
potential for Lakes Entrance that has impacted
on the confidence of the business community,
investors and the community at large.
In partnership with the Victorian Government,
the East Gippsland Shire Council has
commenced a project to address these
challenges and unlock the town’s potential.
The Lakes Entrance Growth and Adaptation
Strategy (also known as LEGAS) will provide a
framework for ensuring Lakes Entrance can:
• Grow positively and sustainably towards 2050,
• Respond to the changing needs of residents
and businesses, and
• Adapt to any challenges brought about by
growth or environmental pressures.
The project is about working with the
community and building on detailed work
conducted in the past to develop a range of
actions for the future to ensure Lakes Entrance
continues to be a great place to live, work and
visit.

1.2

Project Aims

A well-justified, evidence-based strategy
will help secure financial and policy support
from the State and Federal Government. The
project has been staged so that everyone can
learn about each technical part and ask lots of
questions.

2

The project aims are to:
• Listen to the community in each aspect of
the project, including the development of
alternatives.
• Help the community learn about and adapt to
their role in the future of Lakes Entrance.
• Adopt an integrated planning approach where
all project components are recognised as
influencing each other.
• Deliver a sustainable growth plan for Lakes
Entrance that recognises and continues its
role as a vibrant regional township with its
own economic strengths (e.g. tourism and the
fishing industry).
• Adapt to natural and environmental risks in an
innovative and comprehensive way over time.
• Incorporate local values and knowledge into
actions and decision-making.
• Provide clarity and greater certainty about
how the town may grow in the future for
the community, investors and government
agencies.
• Recognise and respond to projected changes,
future opportunities and risks.
• Set an example for other coastal towns and
regions.
• Have regard for the history, culture,
character, environment and community of
Lakes Entrance.
Figure 1 – Project Approach

Policy,
strategies and
regulations

Community
feedback:
Local
inputs and
expectations

Technical expertise,
case studies
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1.3

Community Engagement
Framework

The Lakes Entrance community is informed,
articulate and heavily invested in the town’s
future.
The overarching aim of engagement for this
project is:
To work progressively with the Council, DELWP,
the Community Panel and other Stakeholders
to understand, define, analyse and respond to
the key elements of the Lakes Entrance Growth
and Adaptation Strategy.
Council is committed to ensuring this process is
collaborative, inclusive and responsive. Council
will create many opportunities throughout the
project for people to be involved and for their
local-lived experience to be heard.
The project team’s aim is to share and explain
technical work while building relationships with
the community and learning about local values
and aspirations.
The project team has designed a program of
engagement activities that:
• Lead the community on a ‘technical journey’;
• Make complex things simple;
• Provide highly graphical engagement
materials;
• Show how feedback was reflected in planning
for the future of the town; and
• Enable the community to have an informed
conversation about the future of Lakes
Entrance.
The consultant team aims to develop an
integrated approach, working closely with the
community to understand and respond to the
current and future impacts that come with
working and living near the coast. They will
take a considered approach that allows the
community to choose preferred pathways to
4

their new future.
The community will have many chances to have
their say during the project, in many different
ways, including at events, workshops, surveys,
online feedback forms and formal submissions.
The engagement process outlined in the table
overpage (Table 1) details the techniques and
their purpose, target stakeholder groups
and timing for consultation. This will enable
stakeholders to participate effectively –
confident of knowing how, when and in what
way their views will contribute to the project’s
outcome.
Information produced will be shared at key
points throughout the whole project, in
Community Engagement Summaries, including
how community feedback has been used, and
what influence it has had on the project.

1.3.1

Community Panel

Council has convened a Community Panel
representing different community and local
interest groups (e.g. business, environmental,
social) in the future of Lakes Entrance. The
Community Panel is a key link between the
consultant team, Council and local people – they
will report back to the broader community when
the consultant team s not available and be able
to answer questions about the project. The role
of the panel is to:
• Provide local knowledge.
• Test ideas and approaches before
undertaking targeted consultation or broad
engagement.
• Involve key stakeholders.
• Assist in the sharing of information
and inviting the broader community to
participate in relevant stages of the project.
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Table 1 – Purpose of each Stage of Engagement.

Purpose of Each Stage and Opportunity for Engagement
Project Stage (Past)
Stage 1 Project Inception

•

Confirm the project work program.

•

Develop a comprehensive Engagement Strategy.

•

Establish the Community Panel and Steering Group.

Project Stage (Current)
Stage 2 Understanding Change

•

Understand the drivers of change for Lakes Entrance based on technical assessment
and community/stakeholder consultation/input.

•

Develop a shared set of principles that underpin the Strategy.

Future Engagement Activities (Stages 3 to 8)
Stage 3 Understanding Risk

•

Understand and identify those areas and assets of Lakes Entrance vulnerable to risk.

Stage 4 Project Review Point

•

Review project process and outcomes to date.

•

Determine approach, program and resources for the Strategy.

•

Develop a range of potential growth and adaptation options with community panel,
Government agencies and decision makers.

•

Agree on relevant assessment approach and criteria.

•

Develop a shared understanding of risk thresholds and triggers.

•

Undertake a technical analysis of options and alternatives for further review and
discussion.

•

Asses potential growth and adaptation options for Lakes Entrance with community
panel, government agencies and decision makers.

•

Develop the key strategic directions that will provide the foundation for the draft
strategy.

•

Prepare the draft Strategy.

•

Identify strategic partnerships and implementation pathways for key strategic
directions.

•

Confirm the likely sequence of decision making and triggers from action.

•

Seek detailed community and stakeholder feedback on the draft Strategy.

•

Allow for a detailed response to comments and submissions raised during the
consultation process.

•

Prepare the final Strategy.

•

Identify strategic partnerships and implementation pathways for key strategic
directions.

•

Confirm the likely sequence of decision making and triggers from action.

•

Seek detailed community and stakeholder feedback on the draft Strategy.

•

Allow for a detailed response to comments and submissions raised during the
consultation process.

Stages 5 Options Development

Stage 6 Options Assessment

Stage 7 Draft Strategy

Stage 8 Final Strategy
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1.3.2

Key Stakeholders

The key stakeholders identified in the project’s
Engagement Strategy are:
• Project Steering Group (PSC)
• Council staff
• Community Panel members
• Community advocates and community
groups
• Broader community members
• Councillors
• Local MP
• State government representatives and key
authorities.

1.4

Previous Engagement

In 2010-2014 researchers from the University of
Melbourne conducted an engagement research
project focussing on the ‘lived values’ of Lakes
Entrance residents. The aim of their research
was to examine the ways in which people living
in coastal communities think about risk from
flooding and sea level rise, what they value
about their lifestyle, and their expectations for
the future.

were:
• Local council decision-making;
• Increased traffic in summer;
• Poor quality of roads; and
• Limited public transport services.
In part, community engagement activities
throughout LEGAS have been designed to
respond to the recommendations from this
research, and reconfirm some of its findings
in relation to the most important values of the
local community.

1.5

Report Purpose

This report presents the findings of community
engagement activities undertaken over AprilMay 2018. This report has been prepared by
Ethos Urban and Social Fabric Planning and
provides an overview of key findings, as well as
detailed information gathered from community
feedback online, at a community workshop, and
from the Lakes Entrance Community Panel.

The research was used to inform a paper
about adaptation to sea level rise in coastal
communities, looking at people’s views about
change over time - a key theme for LEGAS.
The research identified themes local residents
consistently raised as very important to local
life:
• The natural environment;
• Peacefulness;
• The lifestyle;
• Being close to water;
• Social interactions (with family, friends and
the community); and
• Access to medical services.
The things that frustrated people the most

6
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Community members attending the Workshop on 3 May 2018.
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2.0

SUMMARY OF
ENGAGEMENT
ACTIVITIES

2.0 Summary of Engagement Activities

2.1

Objectives of Stage 2
Engagement

Stage 2: “Understanding Change” is about
identifying drivers of change for Lakes
Entrance, through detailed background
research and available information. The
consultant team has been working to
understand existing conditions and forecast
changes as they relate to the township’s
people, economy, climate and environment, and
infrastructure.
The purpose of engagement in Stage 2 was to
understand and explore local values, building on
the analysis contained in the work undertaken
by the University of Melbourne over 2012-2015:
Incorporating Community Values into Climate
Change Planning: A Guide for Government.
At this stage of the project, the purpose of the
planned engagement activities was to:
• Raise awareness about the LEGAS project
and promote opportunities to be involved in
the first round of engagement activities.
• Create opportunities for people to contribute
information about:
-- What they love about Lakes Entrance.

2.2 Summary of activities
For this stage, the following activities were
undertaken:
Table 2 – Overall Engagement Program.

Key Task
Communication and Promotion
•

Website live November 2017

•

Website updated April 2018

•

Survey and information about
Community Workshop posted online
May 2018

Roving
engagement

•

Within Lakes Entrance CBD during
intensive engagement week.

Project
bulletins

•

Bulletin #1 shared November 2017

•

Project fact sheet shared April 2018

•

Council promoting the project on
its Facebook page, Twitter account
and YouTube channel over April-May
2018

Website

Social media

Face-to-Face Program

Project hub

Community
Workshop

-- Future opportunities for the town.
• Introduce the Community Panel and the
broader community to the consultant team.
• Share preliminary information collected by
the Consultant Team.
• Promote next stages of the project and
identify the next opportunity for people to be
involved with the project.
The following sections provide more detail about
the engagement objectives and next steps.

Community
Panel
Community
group
interviews

Project hub set up 20 April 2018

•

Project hub packed away 28 May
2018

•

Consultant team and Council staff
in hub from 30 April to 4 May 2018

•

Community Workshop, 3 May 2018

•
•

Meeting #1 with Council, March 2018
Meeting #2 with consultant team, 19
April 2018
Meeting #3 with consultant team, 4
May 2018

•
•

Meetings/interviews in project hub
over 30 April to 4 May 2018

Local
newspaper

•

Promotion in Lakes Post for
Community Workshop 2 May 2018

Postcard
campaign

•

Available from mid-April in Council
service centres, the library, etc.

•

Posted from mid-April in Council
service centres, the library, etc.

Print Media

Posters

10
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2.3 Communicative &
Promotional Activities
A range of promotional activities were held
during the engagement period. This included:
• Roving engagement;
• Postcard campaign; and
• Poster distribution.
During the intensive engagement period,
members of the consultant team were placed
in various locations of the Lakes Entrance
Esplanade, to distribute project postcards
that had details such as the location of the
project hub, the link to the online survey and
further information regarding the community
workshop (see Appendix D). This also allowed
for a proactive style of engagement with the
community if they had any questions about
the project, as they could ask the project team
member there, or be referred to the project hub.
Project posters were also distributed in key
locations such as the Council Service Centre
noticeboard where the project hub was located,
as well as at Council offices and the Aquadome,
which contained project information as well as
key engagement dates and details (Appendix E).

LEGAS Engagement Summary Report | August 2018
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2.4 Project Hub
The Project Hub was set up at the Council
Service Centre for the duration of the
consultation period. Through bulletins,
postcards and online/direct email project
updates, the Hub was promoted as a place
where the public could come and get more
information regarding the project, or drop off
hard copy surveys.
For the week from April 30 to 4 May, the project
team was also at the project hub, to hold
interviews, or answer general queries the public
had regarding LEGAS.
The Project Hub had a number of information
hand outs and feedback forms, as well as
posters on the walls that encouraged visitors
to interact and answer some value-based
questions by completing post-it notes and
attaching them to the posters. The section
below outlines the responses from respondents
for each of the posters.
Poster: What would you like to see improved
about Lakes Entrance?
Top responses included:
• More picnic tables and BBQ facilities
• More tourist places of interest and
marketing of the area
• Environmental concerns such as litter
• Cafés and shops are looking run-down
• Improving footpath quality
• More recreation facilities
• Better quality tourist accommodation
(similar to RACV Resorts)
• Dog release area
• Recreation opportunities for wet weather
(i.e.. indoor facilities)
Resulting themes included:

Poster: Tell us what you love about Lakes
Entrance?
Top responses included:
• Beautiful views
• Variety of natural environmental features
• Fishing at doorstep - access to fresh seafood
Resulting themes included:
• Environment
• Tourism
Poster: Significant events that have shaped
Lakes Entrance over time
Responses included:
• 1839 - European exploration of Gippsland
Lakes
• 1851 - First European settlers
• 1862 - Aboriginal Mission established
• 1870s - Fishing industry commences
• 1882 - First hotels
• 1889 - Permanent entrance to the Lakes
opened
• 1924 - Discovery of oil
• 1936 - Electricity supply connected
• 1956 - Offshore oil industry commences
• 1963 - First coast guard vessel purchased
• 1968 - Fishing co-op opens on Bullock Island
Resulting themes included:
• Employment
• Tourism
• Environment
• Fishing Industry

• Tourism
• Recreation and community facilities
• Environment
12
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2.5 Community workshop
Approximately 50 community members
participated in the Community Workshop held
in Lakes Entrance on Thursday 3 May 2018 to
contribute to community information about
what is important to people in Lakes Entrance.
The community workshop included a small
introduction about the project to all participants,
and was followed by some exercises to establish:
• What places and aspects of Lakes Entrance
people value/love?
• What they would like to see improved?
• What places, services and facilities are used
frequently?
• What are the community’s priority issues for
the future of the town?
The agenda for the workshop was:
COMMUNITY
WORKSHOP
AGENDA
Welcome
Presentation on the purpose
of session and overview of
project
Introduction to agenda and
activities
Discussion 1:
Q1. What do you like about
living and/or working in Lakes
Entrance?
Q2. What do you think are the
five most important places in
Lakes Entrance? Why?
Discussion 2:
Q3. What are the top three
opportunities for managing
the future growth of Lakes
Entrance?
Q4. What are the top three
challenges for managing the
future growth of Lakes
Entrance?
Next steps

14

Three worksheets were handed out to each
table for completion by workshop participants.
Responses to each question are shown in Figures
2 and 3. The third table worksheet consisted of
a two maps of the Lakes Entrance area, and an
accompanying table. Each respondent received 5
individually numbered sticky dots and were asked
to place them on what they regarded as the
‘five most important places in Lakes Entrance’.
Respondents were then asked to describe
why these places were the most important to
them. This value mapping exercise could also
be completed online, and at the project hub.
The consolidated responses to this exercise are
presented below.
Lakes Entrance residents enjoy the smalltown feel, which they describe as tranquil and
welcoming. Residents also appreciate the variety
of environmental landscapes and recreational
opportunities the area has to offer. The
infrastructure and services available are enough
to meet local needs, especially the Aquadome
and medical facilities. Lakes Entrance is far
enough away from larger cities without being too
isolated, and housing is considered to be more
affordable. Tourism to the area is seen as an
asset that contributes to the town’s atmosphere
and local business.
Activities that target youth could keep
the young population engaged and retain
residents. Improved community spaces and
more community events could also engage
a larger number of residents and cater to
diverse interests. Existing recreation services
and facilities could be improved or built upon,
particularly by expanding bike and pedestrian
path networks. As the area grows, Council should
also look at expanding road networks and boat
access to town. Tourism should be encouraged
through promotion of Lakes Entrance as
a destination, and free camp sites. Finally,
improvements to the town centre’s built form
might help to make it more appealing.
LEGAS Engagement Summary Report | August 2018

Participants questioned how development of
the area will be managed through different local
and state agencies who may have conflicting
interests. Residents are amenable to growth,
but believe that development should balance
with environmental protection, particularly of
the waterways. Road and parking access will
also have to be addressed with future increases
in traffic volume. The current population is
ageing, and this group must have its needs met in
housing and healthcare. However, as this occurs,
residents are concerned about year-round
employment and opportunities for young people.

LEGAS Engagement Summary Report | August 2018
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Figure 2 – Workshop Exercise

What do you like about living and/or working in Lakes Entrance?
Small-town feel
Residents of Lakes Entrance cherish its small-town
feel. The small scale contribute to a relaxed, tranquil
atmosphere. Residents feel that there is a sense of
community, and that locals are friendly and
welcoming. Lakes Entrance still offers amenity
without the traffic and overcrowding sometimes
experienced in inner Melbourne.
“Country town aspect”
“Not like Melbourne, lovely place to live - protected
environment, not overcrowded”
Environmental amenity
Lakes Entrance offers beaches, fresh air, great
weather, bushlands, rivers, and lakes. Residents enjoy
its varied environmental landscapes and the views and
activities they offer.
“Love the waterways”
“Environment - climate, water, land”
“Natural attractions - vegetation i.e. rainforests,
fauna i.e. birdlife. Unique”
Outdoor recreation opportunities
Due in large part to the environmental amenity, Lakes
Entrance residents enjoy a range of outdoor
recreation activities. From fishing to walking trails,
the area caters to the recreational interests of
hobbyists, families, and retirees.
“Walking paths around the town”
“Fishing, swimming, surfing”
“Recreational activities / outdoor activities”
Infrastructure and Services
Lakes Entrance provides its residents with a range of
quality infrastructure and services to meet their
needs. Respondents particularly like the medical
facilities and Aquadome. The area also offers a range
of shops and employment opportunities.

Location & Accessibility
Lakes Entrance’s location is far enough away from
larger towns and cities without being too isolated.
Residents have proximity to cities in Victoria and New
South Wales as well as to diverse landscapes.
“Proximity to bush/snow/city”
“Close to major towns, eastern states and Victoria”
“Far enough from Melbourne but not too far”
Housing affordability
Residents note that housing in Lakes Entrance is more
affordable. Real estate offers affordable, spacious
options close to the beach and other landscapes.
“Affordable housing with beautiful views”
“Cheap real estate”
“Houses for retirement”
Tourism
Lakes Entrance is a tourism destination with a busy
season and an off season is an asset. Four hours from
Melbourne, the area is accessible to visitors who
support seasonal businesses. This contributes to the
‘holiday feel’ of the area.
“Tourist town”
“Has a holiday feel”
“Tourism busy and quiet times”
Culinary scene
Residents enjoy the availability of fresh seafood and
local produce as the area is a Victorian food bowl.
Cafes and eateries in the town also contribute to the
local culinary scene.
“Food fresh and quality”
“Local produce - wine/food, food bowl”
“Fishing fleet access to fresh seafood direct off the
boat”

“Library is great”
“Excellent facilities”
“All basic needs in Lakes - doctors, dentist, banks
etc”

16
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Figure 3 – Workshop Exercise

When thinking about managing and planning for growth in the future,
what do you think are the key opportunities and challenges facing Lakes Entrance?
OPPORTUNITIES

CHALLENGES

Engaging young people

Governance

Residents suggest that Lakes Entrance should engage young
people, primarily through recreation and employment
opportunities. School visits and sports clubs can attract young
families and encourage young people to remain in the area.
“Need to get young people involved in the community”
“Youth opportunities for Indigenous and young whites”
“Activities to promote young people to visit i.e. families waterpark/food festivals/markets”

Recreation facilities & services

Lakes Entrance already provides ample opportunity for
recreation, and residents see potential to expand on this.
Several residents suggest that walking and cycling
infrastructure could be improved. Others suggest outdoor
gym equipment, or investment in other hobbies or sports.
“Connecting existing scenic trails for walking and cycling
tourism”
“Training for rowing clubs from Melbourne”
“Exercise equipment along walking tracks”

Getting around

Transit, boat, and car travel should improve as the area grows.
Some residents are concerned about parking and traffic
movement in the future. Opportunity exists for train service to
Lakes Entrance, as well as improved boat access to town.
“Extra jetty berths in town to access shops / restaurants and
other public spaces”
“Public transport access to the town - train services
(reliable)”

Community spaces & events

Residents see potential for more community activities,
including festivals and markets. Improved community facilities
would support these activities and encourage engagement and
cohesion among residents, as well as accommodate diverse
community interests.
“Need a good hall - multipurpose (theatre/cinema/lectures)”
“Catering to multicultural needs (i.e. Christmas Day/Easter)”
“More festivals (seafood festival)”

Encouraging tourism & immigration

Lakes Entrance should encourage tourism and immigration to
the area. Respondents suggest free camping areas and better
promotion of the area to attract visitors and new residents.
Hotels and public facilities could be updated. The town should
also consider how to attract diverse groups, including overseas
visitors.
“No one knows about the area - better promotion”
“Meeting dynamic tourism markets e.g. China/nature based”
“To recognise the value of all tourists and provide many free
camping areas as this attracts spending in businesses
throughout the town and district”

Built form & development

Residents suggest several opportunities for improving the
built form and design of Lakes Entrance. The area has few
heritage structures. These should be preserved, however the
appearance of some structures on the main strip are outdated
and unappealing. Development should be well located, but not
only concentrated around the Esplanade. In particular, the
gateway to the town could be enhanced. Design principles
should capitalise north faces and expand industrial and
commercial opportunities to encourage local business.

Residents have concerns regarding governance of the area.
Some suggest a lack of faith in support from Council. In
addition, some view planning and building restrictions as a
challenge to Lakes Entrance. In addition, governance of the
area is fragmented, having too many agencies with conflicting
aims attempting to govern Lakes Entrance and a lack of
collaboration and consultation to resolve issues.
“Fractured land managers. DELWP don’t talk to Ports who
don’t talk to the Shire”
“Effective consultation with policy makers e.g. effective
mechanism to deal with local issues”
“Support from Council”

Ageing population

Lakes Entrance faces the challenge of an ageing population.
Housing and health facilities in particular must accommodate
ageing residents.
“Lack of health facilities for ageing population (excessive wait
times)”
“More age appropriate housing”
“Aging population”

Traffic & access

As Lakes Entrance grows, the area may be challenged by larger
vehicle volumes. Parking and access for boats, RVs, vans,
trailers, as well as emergency vehicles should be considered. In
the future, the town may need to expand road access.
“Traffic flow and access - do we need alternative extra road
in and out?”
“Lack of parking for boats / vans / trailers”
“Why have the roads been bottlenecked through Lakes
Entrance when the bypass is still a dirt track?”

Environmental protection

Growth and development should not be detrimental to the
area’s environmental features. The town will need to adapt to a
changing climate while protecting land and waterways.
Overfishing may be of particular concern.
“Convenience approach to development e.g. cutting down of
13 trees in event park for Eastern Creek clean and clearing
and rebattering of creek. No more environmental vandalism.”
“Integrity of the lakes system”
“Commercial fishing in lakes and sea is what brings people to
Lakes - Fishing - can’t catch anything now.”

Employment & local business

Residents perceive employment as a challenge. Lack of
opportunities prevents young people from staying in the area.
Few apprenticeships and jobs are currently available to this
demographic. In addition, commercial space is underutilised and
small businesses may need more support.
“Lack of permanent work for young people”
“So many empty shopfronts! Can we restrict rent rises
somehow to enable local business to continue?”
“ Council to support local businesses to encourage employment”

“The shops along the main strip in town are very
unattractive - improve the atmosphere and vista”
“To value and keep historic structures e.g. blue stone, seal
wall. Note: Lakes Entrance has very little in the way of
historic structures”
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2.5.1

Values Mapping

A very useful exercise for identifying these
themes was the mapping exercise held at the
community workshop.
This exercise involved all participants receiving
maps of Lakes Entrance, and being asked
to place stickers on the five most important
locations to them in Lakes Entrance. With a
total of 40 people participating, this resulted
in a total of 187 individual answers. These
individual responses were then grouped into 45
different assets.
These worksheets were then collated into
two separate maps. The first map (Figure 4)
shows what the listed assets were from the
workshop responses, while the second map
(Figure 5) shows a thematic representation of
the responses, to show the most highly valued
assets within the Lakes Entrance community.

2.5.2 Values Mapping Conclusions
Table 4 (overpage) shows which assets had
more than two separate responses from the
community workshop, (represented on Figure
5 in red and orange) assuming that it would be
well represented within the wider community
also. These assets could then be sorted
into general themes based on the types of
commentary people provided at the workshop
as to why the asset is important to them.
Drawing from the results shown in Figure 5 and
Table 4, the following conclusions can be made
regarding the town’s 24 most important assets:
• 75% of the assets that were highly values
related to Community Facilities & Recreation,
proving to be the most important factor
participants found in local assets.
• The two most valued assets were ranked far
above any others, with Jemmys Point and
Bullock Island proving to be very important to
locals.
• These two important assets both had a
common theme of Environment, with people
wanting to protect and enhance the natural
aspects of these assets.
• 11 of the 24 assets had an Environment
theme, and 100% of the top 5 related to the
Environment.
• 5 people referred to the residential area
to the east of the Lakes Entrance CBD
(Cunninghame) as the most important in
reference to their homes.
• All Tourism & Points of Interest were also
related to surrounding beaches, water
systems or landscape views, showing that
these are directly related to he natural
environment of Lakes Entrance.
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Figure 4 – Map of Assets
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Figure 5 – Map of Values
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Table 3 – Value of Assets (in descending order of value from Figure 2, with more than two common responses)

Themes
Environment

Lifestyle

Community
Facilities &
Recreation

ASSET

THEME

Tourism & Places

Employment &

of Interest

Youth

QUOTES

Jemmy’s Point

“Iconic location views”
“Uninterupted views and great picnic spot”
“You know you’re home when you drive down the hill towards Jemmy’s Point”

Bullock Island

“You are able to sit in your car and watch the dolphins and seals”
“Iconic location where you are able to watch boats going in/out at the entrance”
“Has the co-op which is important to our fishing industry”

North Arm

“Naturally beautiful waterways”
“Water activities and family fun”
“A quiet and secluded part of the lake”

Lakes Entrance
Beach

“Beautiful beach”
“The coast is what drew me and my husband to retire here”

Lakes entrance

“A spectacular attraction and easily accessed by boat or walking”
“Shows off the region’s wildlife”
“A place of scenic beauty”

Footbridge

“Connects the town to the beach”
“Views from the footbridge are magnificent... a reason why people visit”

The Esplanade

“Main hub of the town”
“Views of the lake”
“Walking, toilets available and lots of cafes”

Lakes Entrance
CBD

“Shopping and eatery precinct”
“Going for coffee with friends”

Lakes Entrance
Foreshore

“Used as a gathering place for events and markets”
“Great for views of the fishing boats and wildlife”
“It’s the front window to the town”

Aquadome

“Good facility”
“Attend with friends and family...safe place to swim”

Kalimna Jetty

“Adventure activities, accessible to all ages”
“Kalimna Jetty and walking path which leads to town is beautiful in the mornings”

Gippsland Lakes
Community
Health

“The medical clinic gives me confidence having this facility in town”
“Poles Art Project is the only Aboriginal art in town... great symbolic artwork that
represents the five clans of the original owners”

Eastern Beach

“Good surf beach”
“Has retained some of its old charm”
“Easily accessible surf beach complemented by a well equipped BBQ and play area.”

Cunninghame

“My house & view - beauty with affordability”
“Good views, good neighbours”

Commercial
Fishing Jetties

“The fishing industry is so important to our town”
“Fresh seafood from the jetties”
“I’m able to watch the boats from the middle of town”

Colquhoun
Regional Park

“We need to look after it as it is so beautiful”
“BBQs, bird watching and bush walking”

Lakes Entrance
Fisherman’s Co-Op

“Provides public fishing boat facilities”
“Great place for an overnight boat stop”

The Entrance
Walk

“Great walking path around the water edge and beach”
“Rewarding walk with different vegetation types and birdlife to be seen”

Lakes System

“People love the surfing, fishing, boating, birds, dolphins, crabbing”
“Range of wildlife to be seen”

Lakes Entrance
Recreation Reserve

“Supports all age groups, the heart of social interactions in this town”
“Great place to take children and have BBQs”
“Camping lakeside, good social area of the community, especially for youth”

Lakes Entrance
Golf Club

“Great recreation activity”

Lakes Entrance
Airport

“Great asset for the town - very underutilised”
“Hopefully the airport will become bigger and provide a service on a regular basis”

Lake Bunga

“Walking and riding access from town to nearby lake and beach - adventure is easily
accessible for all ages.”

Apex Park

“Kids love it”
“Great place for families to get together”
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2.6 Community Panel
The community panel was created in order to
gain in-depth local knowledge and insight from
representatives of different demographics
within the Lakes Entrance community, such
as local business owners, stakeholder groups,
long-time residents, and local industry workers
(including commercial fishing).
The first Panel meeting was held by Council
to induct the group and introduce the LEGAS
project.
Community Panel meeting #2 was run by the
consultant team to brief the group about
upcoming engagement activities and seek
their help in promoting the project to the wider
community. The Panel had some questions
for the consultant team in order for them to
understand the project better, and were able to
provide insight into local issues and challenges
that face the town.
Community Panel meeting #3 involved a debrief
about the Community Workshop as well as
detailed presentations from Urban Enterprise
(economic analysis) and BMT (water engineering
and flood specialists).
Throughout this project the Community Panel
will help with being the bridge between the
expertise of the project team and the local
knowledge of the Lakes Entrance community.

2.7 Interviews with
Community Groups
Interviews were held with members of the public
who visited the project hub, as well as with
certain community groups and representatives
who received direct email invitations from
Council to organise an interview with the project
team. These were held at the Project Hub
during the intensive week of the consultation
period between 30 April and 4 May.
Urban Enterprise consultants met with real
estate agents and sought interviews with
traders and local businesses. BMT consultants
also met with a member of the community panel
to discuss the history of local flooding events.
Other interviews with community members
were held throughout the intensive engagement
period included commentary such as:
• “There is a need for more infrastructure
investment in the town”
• “The Men’s Shed could be used to help out
with community projects, such as benches for
the netball courts”
• “There is nothing for young kids to do other
than the park and the beach”
• “There should be more space for conventions
to bring more people to town”
• “The town needs to plan for climate change”
• “A lot of the CBD is at risk from climate
change”
• “We need a big advertising campaign for
regional promotion”
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2.7.1

Neighbourhood House

Current challenges for the reserve include:

The Neighbourhood House has been in Lakes
entrance for 15 years, and provides services
such as Girl Guides, community group meetings
and other community services that are
constantly changing over the existence of the
House. The Neighbourhood House is funded
by the DHS, for 20 hours a week, which can
sometimes restrict how many activities and
meetings they host at a time.

• Conflicts between sporting events and
caravan park uses;

It is noted that the Lakes Entrance
demographic can be quite transient and that
there has been an increase in homelessness
in the past few years, while young people and
their lack of local employment opportunities
still remain a challenge for the community.
These changes are often reflected in who uses
the Neighbourhood House services most. In
recent years, there has been a decrease in
the number of mothers and an increase in the
number of people over 55 years of age using the
services and accessing courses. Health services
are also now running courses (such as Koori
Outreach) which could have been offered by
Neighbourhood House in the past.

The future of the Recreation Reserve could
include looking at more land for recreation
activities, and the possibility of the Council
becoming the Committee of Management of the
reserve.

2.7.2 Recreation Reserve
The Recreation Reserve is the only one in
Lakes Entrance, which makes it an important
community facility. The reserve is run by a
volunteer Committee of Management, and is
not-for-profit, funded mainly by the on-site
caravan park to maintain the site infrastructure.

• Conflict between sporting group users;
• Site maintenance funds such as court
surfaces and oval lights have to be sourced
through fundraising;
• Rubbish Management; and
• Land subject to inundation.

2.7.3 Lakes Entrance Historical
Society
The Lakes Entrance Historical Society provided
valuable information regarding the history of
Lakes Entrance, and how the community has
changed over time. It was noted that due to
its small size, the town has a strong sense of
community. Fishing has always been a part of
that identity, as this was a significant industry
when the town was settled.
The early 1990s created a social shift, where
government departments were cut back and
large employers closed down, resulting in many
professionally skilled workers moving away from
the town.

The reserve is at capacity, where it is used
almost every day by local clubs such as netball,
cricket and football, as well as school sports, with
more than 11,000 users per year.
The reserve is crown land, which restricts the
range of State Government grants that the
Committee of Management can access.
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2.8 Survey

Respondents live in:

The survey was distributed via hard copy at the
project hub and the online ‘Your Say’ website for
the duration of the consultation period from 20
April to 28 May, 2018. In this time a total of 45
surveys were completed.

• Lakes Entrance (51%)

The purpose of this survey (and the community
workshop) was to establish:
• What places and aspects of Lakes Entrance
people value/love?
• What they would like to see improved?

• Kalimna (15%)
• Lake Bunga (7%)
• Lake Tyers Beach (7%)
• Other (Metung, Bairnsdale etc) (20%)
The top responses to why people like living/
working in Lakes Entrance:
• Relaxed lifestyle
• Beach/lakes setting

• What places, services and facilities are used
frequently?

• Quietness/peacefulness

• What are the community’s priority issues for
the future of the town?

The top responses in relation to the most
important places in Lakes Entrance:

A copy of the survey is attached to this report
(Appendix B). On the opposite page, a summary
is provided of the survey results. Further details
regarding the survey results can be found in
Appendix G.

• The Foreshore
• The Beach
• Jemmys Point
• Bullock Island
• The footbridge
The top responses as to what needs to be
improved in Lakes Entrance:
• Medical facilities
• The Esplanade
• Fishing industry
• Road and footpath quality
The most common themes for opportunities or
challenges for future growth in Lakes Entrance:
• Community Facilities
• Tourism opportunities and management
• Employment availability
• Opportunities for youth
• Environmental protection
• Fishing industry protection and management
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Survey and Web Results
The demographics of those who took the survey:
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Types of respondents included:

Resident (permanent)
Business Owner/
operator/employee
Visitor (domestic)
Resident (part time)
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3.0

KEY FINDINGS &
CONCLUSION

3.0 Key Findings & Conclusions

3.1

Key Findings

The purpose of engagement in Stage 2 of the
LEGAS was to understand and explore local
values, building on the analysis contained in the
work undertaken by the University of Melbourne
over 2012-2015: Incorporating Community
Values into Climate Change Planning: A Guide
for Government.
Engagement activities were designed to:
• Raise awareness about the LEGAS project
and promote opportunities to be involved in
the first round of engagement activities.
• Create opportunities for people to contribute
information about:
-- What they love about Lakes Entrance.
-- Future opportunities for the town.
• Introduce the Community Panel and the
broader community to the consultant team.
• Share preliminary information collected by
the Consultant Team.
• Promote the next stages of the project and
identify the next opportunity for people to be
involved with the project.
Promotion of the LEGAS project has occurred
through Stages 1 and 2 of the project, and
have consisted of project bulletins, establishing
unique project branding and a website,
online updates, newspaper articles, as well
as a postcard and poster campaign within
the town. Stage 1 of the project also saw
the establishment of the Lakes Entrance
Community Panel, and the recruitment and
appointment of community representatives,
who in turn have promoted the project through
their own networks. Each of these activities
have contributed to raising of awareness about
the LEGAS project within Lakes Entrance and
the broader area, and made people aware of the
opportunity to contribute to the project.
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Residents have had the opportunity to
contribute directly to the project via surveys
(available online and in hard copy in the Hub
and other locations). They could also attend
the Project Hub to meet the consultant team
and ask questions about the project, complete
a survey, add feedback to the wall posters,
or complete the values mapping exercise.
A range of people and organisations were
invited to meet with the consultant team for
a discussion/interview, and the community
workshop provided another opportunity to gain
information about the project, discuss it with
other community members, and provide direct
feedback.
The survey, workshop, Project Hub activities and
the values mapping exercise were all designed to
establish:
• What places and aspects of Lakes Entrance
people value/love;
• How important these elements are to the
various communities; and
• What role different places play in the daily
life, business and employment of Lakes
Entrance.
Collating all the data from these methods
of community engagement has helped
develop common themes to identify what the
community most values.
The research conducted by the University of
Melbourne between 2010-2014 (Fincher, Barnett
and Graham, 2015) identified themes that the
residents of Lakes Entrance consistently raised
as very important to local life, which included:
•
•
•
•
•

The natural environment
Peacefulness
The lifestyle
Being close to water
Social interactions (with family, friends and
the community)
• Access to medical services
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3.2 Understanding Change
Through the recent community engagement
stage of LEGAS, the Lakes Entrance community
were found to be generally accepting of change
and would like to see more of it to improve
many aspects of the town. Many noted during
consultation that Lakes Entrance has been
undergoing a period of change, and accept
that this needs to be directed in the right way,
to ensure that the town remains sustainable
and is able to adapt to other changes in the
foreseeable future.
Building upon the previous University of
Melbourne study, analysis of all Stage 2
engagement results suggests a slight change
in local values, while other themes continue to
be strongly valued within the community. The
community’s key values can be evaluated in the
following themes:
The Natural Environment
The natural environment of Lakes Entrance still
remains one of the most valuable assets to the
local community. With a unique mix of beach,
inland lakes and nearby forests, the residents
highly value their natural surroundings and want
this to always be improved and looked after.
Community Facilities and Recreation
The people of Lakes Entrance highly value
their community facilities, however believe
these could be improved in order to attract
more people to the town. Medical services,
schools and dining locations are among the
highest valued assets for the residents of Lakes
Entrance. People believe that they should have
the community facilities to match their beautiful
natural environment in order to attract more
tourists. Included in this is the demand for more
recreation facilities and activities, both indoor
and outdoor to draw people to the town all year
round.
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Consultation showed that participants
understand that Australia’s population, and in
particular that of Lakes Entrance is an ageing
population, and will need more young people to
stay in the town in order for many things such
as community facilities and tourism services to
continue into the future.
The Lifestyle
Many residents moved to Lakes Entrance
specifically for the lifestyle, particularly the
peacefulness, beautiful surroundings and sense
of community. Residents believe they have a
truly unique town along Victoria’s coastline.
Tourism and Places of Interest
As part of a shift in the town’s values, locals
believe that tourism to the area would boost
the local economy and would love to share
the town’s natural beauty with local and
international tourists alike. While there once
may have been the perception that tourism
would lead to increased traffic and crowding
in Lakes Entrance during the summer period,
tourism is now seen favourably, on the
condition that things like infrastructure and
accommodation quality are improved within
the town in order to compete with neighbouring
towns, as well as coastal tourism towns with
similar attractions such as those along the
Great Ocean Road.

Opportunities for Employment and Youth
Lakes Entrance has seen an overall stagnated
growth, with only 124 additional residents in 2016
compared to 2011 (Profile ID, 2018). This very
slow growth could be attributed to the lack of
employment opportunities in the town. Another
factor is little incentive for young people to
stay in the town without further education
or professional employment opportunities.
Local residents believe that increasing access
to tertiary education and employment could
attract a younger demographic back into the
town, as well as creating more activities for
younger people such as recreational facilities.
With 32% of the Lakes Entrance population
aged over 65 years old, employment and
opportunities for youth has become an apparent
challenge the town is facing. As a general trend
across the state, more young adults are seeking
further tertiary education, resulting in less
uptake of local industries such as commercial
fishing, and more youth moving out of the
town. According to the 2016 Census, this broad
migration of people aged between 20-29 years
old to seek further education and more work
opportunities has left around 650 people in this
age bracket within the Lakes Entrance SA2 area
(includes Lake Bunga and Kalimna).

Many ideas included improving the shops, cafés
and restaurants along the Esplanade, as well
as creating more places of interest that would
increase visitor numbers throughout the year.
Residents do however want local infrastructure
improved, such as roads, footpaths and public
transport access, in order to allow for increased
capacity to the town.
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3.3 Next Steps
Information gathered from this stage provides
a core input into the Stage 3 of the LEGAS
project, and will shape the preparation of the
final Strategy. Specifically, along with technical
assessment carried out to identify drivers of
change, the identification of community values
will inform the development of key principles
which in turn will guide decision making to
ensure the outcomes of the Strategy are more
equitable, inclusive and widely supported.
The next stage of LEGAS will identify those
areas and assets of Lakes Entrance vulnerable
to current and future risks, particularly
from flooding and climate change. From an
understanding of the likelihood of impact
and the consequences of impact, the risks to
community identified values can be identified
and understood. Later stages of the project
will then develop strategies and actions for
adapting to these identified risks in order to
maintain the important values of the town.
This stage of the project will again require
an educative and collaborative approach to
engagement.
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APPENDICES

Project Stages and Work

Appendix A
Program

Table 4 – Project Work Program and Timeline

Stages

Tasks

Community Engagement

•

Confirm the project scope and work
program

•

Community Panel applications open

•

Oct 2017- Feb 2018

Develop a comprehensive community
engagement plan

Online feedback form open

Project Launch

•

•

•

Establishes the Community Panel and
Project Steering Group

Community Panel is selected and
inducted

•

•

Public launch of the project

Project team undertaking background
work and desktop review of existing
information

•

Identify the drivers of change in Lakes
Entrance, through:

•

Community Panel meeting throughout
this Stage

Understanding Change
(Current Stage)
March - May 2018

Draft Strategy

Final Strategy
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•

Online feedback form open

Extensive community consultation

•

Online survey open

--

Background reports from expert
consultants

•

Project Hub opens

•

Project team at the Hub during
consultation period (1 week)

•

Community Workshop

•

Community Panel meetings

•

Online feedback form open

•

Project Hub open

•

Community Panel meetings

•

Online feedback form open

•

Project Hub open

•

Details to be updated at Stage 4,
including dates

•

Consultation activities to occur
throughout Stages 5 to 8

Identify issues, key trends and
community values shaping the town

•

Identifies areas that are at risk
and forms an understanding of the
different types of risk that are present
in Lakes Entrance

•

Map future hazards and understand
their likelihood and consequences

•

Review the outputs to date and
determine the appropriate way
forwardbased on research and
consultation to date

Key Review Point

Options Assessment

Detailed background research

--

•

Understanding Risk and
Opportunities

Options Development

--

•

Determine key dates for Stages 5 to 8

•

Technical assessment to identify
potential growth and adaptation
options for Lakes Entrance

•

Comprehensively assess the growth
and adaptation options

•

Test options with the community and
key stakeholders

•

Prepare the draft Lakes Entrance
Growth and Adaptation Strategy

•

Finalise the strategy in response to
stakeholder and community feedback

•

Prepare a monitoring plan and
decision-making framework

•

Prepare the full suite of planning
scheme amendment documentation
required to implement the strategy in
the East Gippsland Planning Scheme
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Appendix B

Survey

LAKES ENTRANCE

Growth & Adaptation Strategy

Understanding Change Survey

East Gippsland Shire Council, with support from the Victorian Government, is preparing a Strategy for growth
and adaptation in Lakes Entrance for the next 30 years. The Strategy will provide a framework for ensuring Lakes
Entrance can grow positively into the future, support the needs of residents, and adapt to any challenges brought
about by growth or climate pressures.
This survey will help us understand which places and facilities in Lakes Entrance you value and use, and why they
are important to you. This will assist in determining priorities for the project later stages.
Individual responses to this survey will remain confidential. All feedback collected during this phase of consultation
will be consolidated into a Community Engagement Summary, which will summarise the key findings from
engagement, detail how community feedback has been used, and what influence it has had on the development of
the Lakes Entrance Growth and Adaptation Strategy.
This survey is estimated to take 10 -15 minutes to complete.
This survey needs to be completed by the end of Monday 28 May, 2018.
Feedback or questions about this project can be made at any time by contacting:
Kate Nelson
Director Community and Strategic Development
Email: legas@egipps.vic.gov.au
Phone: 03 5153 9500
Survey Questions
The objective of this survey is to collect information to help determine Lakes Entrance’s current and future identity, and
the places that matter most to its residents, workers, business owners and visitors.
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Part A: Your Connection to Lakes Entrance
1.

Where do you live?
 Lakes Entrance

 Metung

 Lake Bunga

 Lake Tyers

 Kalimna

 Swan Reach

 Kalimna West

 Paynesville

 Nungurner

 Bairnsdale

 Nyerimilang

 Other (Please specify)

 Lake Tyers Beach
1a.

Are you a resident, worker, business owner or visitor?
 Resident (Permanent)

 Visitor – Domestic

 Resident (Part-time)

 Visitor – International

 Business owner/ operator/ employee

 Other (Please specify)

1b.

If you live here part-time, where else do you live?

2.

Do you work in Lakes Entrance?
 Yes – Business owner

 No, work elsewhere (Please specify)

 Yes – Employee
 No, do not work

Part B: What do you value / love about Lakes Entrance?
3.

What are the key reasons why you choose to visit Lakes Entrance? Please select your top five.
Visitors to complete (residents and business owner continue to Q4)
 Fishing
 Boating and sailing
 Water skiing and surfing
 Local camping facilities

 National parks and nature-based activities
(e.g. hiking and day-walks, Buchan caves)
 Sporting and recreation activities (e.g. golf,
cycling, horse riding)

 Views, landscapes and attractive scenery

 Other tours / activities (e.g. eco-boat
cruises, mini-golf)

 Availability of accommodation

 Local events (e.g. farmers markets, festivals)

 The beach / coast

 Other (Please specify)

 Local food and wine
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3a.

How long are you staying in Lakes Entrance?

4.

What do you like about living and /or working in Lakes Entrance?
Residents / Business Owners (visitors continue to Q5)

5.

What (and why) are the five (5) most important places in Lakes Entrance? (e.g. viewing location, jetty,
foreshore, playground, shops, school - memory or connection, the role of this place in the town or community)

6.

Thinking about the long term for Lakes Entrance, what would you like improved in the town?

7.

Please choose the top five (5) services or facilities you use most regularly within Lakes Entrance:
 Shopping (groceries, gifts, clothes)
 Businesses (financial, travel, hair and beauty,
mechanics, industrial activities, vet, real
estate)
 Boating services (e.g. Jetties, refuelling)
 Health services (doctors, dentists, community
health)
 Community services (libraries, childcare,
Council services, churches/spiritual)
 Sports facilities (e.g. netball, football, cricket)
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 Recreation (e.g. playgrounds, parks, dog
walking areas, beach, foreshore, fishing)
 Entertainment and dining (cafes, restaurants,
pubs, etc.)
 Social activities (e.g. Rotary, surf club, CWA,
Scouts, other local community groups)
 Education (schools and university)
 Public transport (bus services)
 Other (please specify)
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8.

Please choose the top five (5) services or facilities you use regularly outside Lakes Entrance (e.g.
Bairnsdale or the surrounding region):
 Shopping (groceries, gifts, clothes)
 Recreation (e.g. playgrounds, parks, dog
walking areas, beach, foreshore, fishing)
 Businesses (financial, travel, hair and beauty,
mechanics, industrial activities, vet, real
estate)

 Entertainment and dining (cafes, restaurants,
pubs, etc.)

 Boating services (e.g. Jetties, refuelling)

 Social activities (e.g. Rotary, surf club, CWA,
Scouts, other local community groups)

 Health services (doctors, dentists, community
health)
 Community services (libraries, childcare,
Council services, churches/spiritual)
 Sports facilities (e.g. netball, football, cricket)

 Education (schools and university)
 Public transport (bus services)
 Other (please specify)

9.

Are there places you think hold special cultural or historical significance in Lakes Entrance (that you have
not already mentioned)?

10.

What are the top three opportunities or challenges for the future growth of Lakes Entrance?

Part C: More about you
11a.

Gender

11b.

Age group

 Female

 Other gender

 0 - 11 yrs

 45 - 64 yrs

 Male

 Prefer not to say

 12 - 17 yrs

 65- 85 yrs

 18 - 24 yrs

 85+ yrs

 25 - 44 yrs
Any other comments?

Thank you for your time. For further information please contact:
Kate Nelson Director Community and Strategic Development
Email: legas@egipps.vic.gov.au Phone: 03 5153 9500
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Appendix C

Project Bulletins

LAKES ENTRANCE

Growth & Adaptation Strategy
BULLETIN #2
APRIL 2018

Lakes Entrance Growth and Adaptation Strategy
Find out information and have your say on the Lakes Entrance Growth and Adaptation Strategy.
Consultation activities will run over April and May 2018 and opportunities to have your say will include:
• A community workshop in early May
• Opportunities for group drop-in sessions/ meetings
• A survey
A Project Hub will be set up in town where you can drop in to find out more information about the project, and provide
feedback in person. Key dates will be published on the website: https://yoursay.eastgippsland.vic.gov.au/legas.

What is the project?
East Gippsland Shire Council, with support from the Victorian Government, is preparing a strategic plan for growth
and adaptation in Lakes Entrance. The strategy will provide a framework for ensuring Lakes Entrance can grow
positively into the future, support the needs of residents, and adapt to any challenges that it may face because of
change brought about by growth or climate pressures such as flooding.
Council will work collaboratively with residents and business owners to deliver a strategy for a prosperous Lakes
Entrance, which incorporates the aspirations of the community, creates a shared understanding of local issues and
enables everyone to have a say in the town’s future. The project will run over two years and will include many
opportunities for you to get involved.

How can you find out more or get involved?
• Read frequently asked questions: https://yoursay.eastgippsland.vic.gov.au/legas/faqs
• Read Project Bulletins in the document library on the project website: https://yoursay.eastgippsland.vic.gov.au/legas
• Contact Kate Nelson, Director Community and Strategic Development: legas@egipps.vic.gov.au or
telephone 03 5153 9500
• Visit the project website using the link above to subscribe to Lakes Entrance Connect email updates.
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Appendix D

Project Postcards

LAKES ENTRANCE
Growth and Adaptation Strategy

The Lakes Entrance Growth and Adaptation Strategy (also known as LEGAS) will
provide a framework for ensuring Lakes Entrance can:
Grow positively in the future
Provide and respond to the changing needs of residents and businesses,
Adapt to any challenges brought about by growth or environmental pressures
such as flooding.
Turn over for more details on how you can
have your say on LEGAS.

Have your say
Join in at a community workshop
and tell us what you value about Lakes
Entrance.
Thursday, 3 May 2018 - 5:30pm
Mechanics Institute Hall,
18 Mechanics St, Lakes Entrance

Visit the Project Hub, find out about
LEGAS, and give us any feedback or
queries you may have.
19 April - 28 May 2018
East Gippsland Shire Service Centre 18 Mechanics St, Lakes Entrance

Talk to the project team at the Hub
30 April - 4 May 2018
East Gippsland Shire Service Centre 18 Mechanics St, Lakes Entrance
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Stay up to date
Visit the project website for FAQs and to
subscribe to Lakes Entrance Connect
email updates
yoursay.eastgippsland.vic.gov.au/legas
Fill out our survey, and submit it online,
via email or in person at our Project
Hub.
legas@egipps.vic.gov.au
If you have any further questions relating
to LEGAS, contact Kate Nelson, Director
of Community and Strategic Development:
legas@egipps.vic.gov.au or
telephone 03 5153 9500
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Appendix E

Project Poster

LAKES
ENTRANCE
LAKES
ENTRANCE
Growth
& Adaptation
Strategy
Growth
& Adaptation
Strategy

ABOUT LEGAS

STAGES OF LEGAS

Lakes Entrance is one of the largest coastal towns in East Gippsland
Shire. The town supports many key economic activities, including
tourism and fishing, that make a significant contribution to the
region’s economy. Lakes Entrance, like many coastal locations,
is subject to a range of growth pressures, economic changes and
the future impact of a changing climate.

LEGAS is currently in Stage 2 - Understanding Change. For
this stage we will need your feedback on what you value as
a community, and contribute your local knowledge of Lakes
Entrance.

The Lakes Entrance Growth and Adaptation Strategy (also
known as LEGAS) will provide a framework for ensuring Lakes
Entrance can:

Stage 1
Inception

Stage 3
Stage 2
Understanding Understanding
Risk
Change

Future Stages

Identifying issues,
key trends and
community values
shaping the town

Adapt to any
challenges brought
about by growth
or environmental
pressures

Respond to the
changing needs
of residents and
businesses

Grow positively
and sustainably in
the future

GET INVOLVED

There are multiple ways you can have your say on LEGAS,
and stay up to date with the project’s progress.

Have your say
Join in at a community workshop and tell us what
you value about Lakes Entrance
Thursday, 3 May 2018 - 5:30pm
Mechanics Institute Hall, 18 Mechanics St, Lakes Entrance

Stay up to date
Visit the project website for FAQs and to subscribe to
Lakes Entrance Connect email updates
yoursay.eastgippsland.vic.gov.au/legas

Visit the Project Hub, find out about LEGAS, and give
us any feedback or queries you may have.

Fill out our survey, and submit it online, via email or in
person at our Project Hub.

19 April - 28 May 2018
East Gippsland Shire Service Centre 18 Mechanics St, Lakes Entrance

legas@egipps.vic.gov.au

Talk to the project team at the Hub

If you have any further questions relating to LEGAS, contact
Kate Nelson, Director of Community and Strategic Development:
legas@egipps.vic.gov.au or telephone 03 5153 9500

30 April - 4 May 2018
East Gippsland Shire Service Centre 18 Mechanics St, Lakes Entrance
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Appendix F

Project Hub Posters
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The consultant team involves experts from a range of
fields covering the issues affecting Lakes Entrance in
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development of recommendations at key
stages of the project.
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ABOUT LEGAS

Street

Growth & Adaptation Strategy

Reeve Landing Jetty
Federation Training

Surf Lifesaving Lookout, Clubrooms & Kiosk
0

1
kilometres

Identifying issues,
key trends and
community values
shaping the town

LAKES ENTRANCE

Growth & Adaptation Strategy

What we’ve heard in the past

Tell us what you love/value about Lakes Entrance

Previous studies have shown what the
Lakes Entrance community values
about their town:
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I enjoy and feel
connected to the
natural environment

I feel safe in my
community

I enjoy a relaxed
lifestyle

I feel a sense of
belonging to my
community

I can easily get
around my
community

Living in my
community is
affordable

I can access what I
need to support a
healthy and active
lifestyle

I can easily travel
to places outside
of my community
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LAKES ENTRANCE

Growth & Adaptation Strategy
Tell us what you would like to see improved in Lakes Entrance

What we’ve heard in the past
When asked in the past, the Lakes Entrance
community feels the town could improve
in the following ways:

My community
could improve its
arts and cultural
scene

It should be easier
to do business in
my community

There are not
many job
opportunities in my
community

It should be easier
to access facilities
in my community

My community
needs to foster a
stronger identity

There is a decline
in ‘traditional’
industries

LAKES ENTRANCE

Growth & Adaptation Strategy

Please add your sticker
to the timeline

KEY EVENTS THAT HAVE SHAPED THE TOWN

If you have photos
or more information
to share, leave your
contact details

1915- Lakes Entrance
renamed from
Cunninghame

What happened?

Why was it important?

Shaped the future of
Lakes Entrance identity
JoeCitizen@gmail.com
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LAKES ENTRANCE

Growth & Adaptation Strategy
KEY EVENTS THAT HAVE SHAPED THE TOWN
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LAKES ENTRANCE

Growth & Adaptation Strategy

COMMUNITY PANEL
A Community Panel has now been appointed and will act as a key link between the consultant
team, Council and local people. The Community Panel comprises of local business owners,
stakeholders and residents. They will provide advice and commentary on key projects and
strategies for Lakes Entrance.

Fill out a survey

(submit online, via email or at the Hub)

The Panel will:
•Represent a range of community perspectives from different sectors and interest groups
within the Lakes Entrance community;
•Guide Council on how to maximise community input to nominated plans or strategies,
including the LEGAS;
•Share local knowledge between key community stakeholders and local authorities;
•Act as a sounding board for Council; and
•Act as ambassadors from different community groups and share perspectives and
points of view.

Take one of our project brochures

The Community Panel members:

Participate in our interactive mapping game

Name

Community Connections

David Stuckey

Commercial land owner and support worker

Peter Jones

Voice of Lakes Entrance, LEADA, Past Rotarian, Marine Mammal Foundation, Community events

Arthur Allen

LefTrade, Rotarian, Cemetery Trust, St Brendan’s, GLCC

Claire Allsopp

New to Lakes Entrance and just establishing connections

Jennifer North

Rotary and broad community interest and involvement

Kevin Barling

Broad community connection and interest in the future of Lakes Entrance

Geof Bassett
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WHAT TO DO WHILE YOU’RE HERE

Fill in the key events of Lakes Entrance on our timeline
Tell us what you value about Lakes Entrance

(here and online - yoursay.eastgippsland.vic.gov.au/legas)

Attend the Community Workshop

Mechanics Institute Hall, 18 Mechanics Street, Lakes Entrance
Thursday, 3 May, 2018
5:30pm - 7:30pm

Country Fire Authority - Brigade Captain and Local Business Owner

Ted Hare

Seniors, past school principal

David Holding

Lakes Entrance Historical Society, Gippsland Ports Maritime Services Manager

Bruce Hurley

Seniors, LEADA, Rotary, connections with Aboriginal community, , Table Tennis, community health background

Peter Johnstone

Gippsland Coastal Board, Destination Gippsland, GLMAC, LEADA, Nature Tourism emphasis

Ewan Fotheringham

Golf, Junior Football, fishing industry

Jamie O’Donnell

Broad community interest, particular interesting in facilities for youth and activities, Lakes Entrance Amateur
Basketball Association President, Lakes Entrance Youth and Recreation Centre Committee Member.

Talk to our project team at the Service Centre

30 April - 4 May, 2018
9am - 5pm
If you wish to make an appointment with our project team during this time,
please send an email to melbourne@ethosurban.com.au
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Appendix G

Survey Results

1. Where do you live
25
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5

0
Lakes
Entrance

Lake
Bunga

Lake
Tyers Beach

Kalimna

Nungurner

MetungP gPaynesville

BairnsdaleO

eOther

Other:
Toorloo Arm, Marlo, Orbost, Orbost, Yarraville 3013
2. Are you a resident, worker or visitor?
45
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0
Resident (Perma nent)

Business owner/
operator/employee
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Visitor
(Domestic)

Resident
(Part-time)

45

3. If you live here part-time, where else do you live? Please specify place name and postcode.
Traralgon 3844
4. Do you work in Lakes Entrance? Please specify place name and postcode
30

25

20

15

10

5

0
Yes - Employee

No, do not work

No, work elsewhere

Yes –B usiness owner

5. What are the key reasons why you choose to visit Lakes Entrance? Please select your top five.
30
25
20
15
10
5
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cruises)

Other tours/activities (e.g. eco-boat

Availability of accommodation

Local camping facilities

Water skiing and surfing

Sporting and recreation activities

Other

Local events (e.g. farmers’ markets)

The foreshore (i.e. in town)

Local food and wine

Boating and sailing

activities

National parks and nature-based

Fishing
scenery

Views, landscapes and attractive

The beach/coast

0
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Other
Clubs
Shopping
Pool

1

Parks and playgrounds
The beautiful places to visit within a few hours

1

Local connection and history
Pool
6. If you are a visitor, how long are you staying in Lakes Entrance?
Full time employee
Unless the community changes. 1 YEAR
Come here every Monday as volunteer
3weeks
7. If you are a resident or business owner, what do you like about living and/or working in Lakes
Entrance?
I love the quietness of the town when the holidays are not on I accept that it is a tourist town but
chose to live at Lake Tyers Beach away from the hustle and bustle. We have the main shops that
are needed to live here. Definitely hate the idea of the esplanade road being altered to cater for
a tourist not taking into consideration the older resident. When you are young you are capable to
walk to where you want to go but as you age you need to be closer to where you want to be
All of the above, climate
Natural environment & abundant bird-life, Community / family feel, No traffic, Easy parking for
95% of the year (except during peak periods, Christmas & Easter, Affordable housing with low
density living”
Easy to get to from home; enjoy the scenery and fishing boats along the foreshore; like to be able
to walk over to the 90 mile beach and to the Entrance ; lots of walking paths; enjoy it in the winter
when it is less busy and has more of a small fishing town feel; excellent library and swimming pool
Climate, wooden sculptures along Lakes Esplanade, Marine Parade (Nice pavements), trawlers,
coastal (water) views, cafes, friendly people
The diversity of landscapes, The sense of community
Close to beach, mountains, nature and all things clean and good
The climate, the friendly and supportive locals, the shops, the peace and quiet overnight.
The beautiful beaches, mountain bike tracks, walking tracks.
We have moved from Melbourne in the last 12 months and are enjoying the country lifestyle.”
I like living in Lakes Entrance for the enjoyment of the scenery and the activities I am able to do,
such as Surfing, fishing, boating, beach walks etc. I also feel that Lakes Entrance is a safe place to
live.
The beaches & fishing are always available.
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Community spirit and our beautiful surrounds
The Lakes, beaches & that’s its history of fishing
Proximity to beach, Lakes, bush, Skiing at Mt Hotham, Views - lack of traffic
Lookouts, Walks - the entrance, Kalimna jetty, Activities/festivals and Markets, North Arm Kayaking, Food and Wine - fresh fish, so much better here, and fresh veggies/fruit, and proximity to
great vineyards
Plenty to do and go!
The weather, affordable housing, National Parks and lifestyle
Community feel in business
Relaxed area. People are friendly, Parking on foreshore area by footbridge, Pristine beach
The natural environment including beach, Lakes, forests, wildlife (native)
Beautiful location (waterways & rural landscape),Community atmosphere, Good shopping, Plenty of
activities available
Open space along town foreshore area. Views from Jemmy point and my house. Good range of
retail
The setting of the town - on the Lake close to the ocean and surf beach, attractive views, fishing
town with fresh seafood and recreational fishing.
Friends I have made and a reasonable diverse population (income levels, indigenous and non
indigenous, increasing migrant population)”
I live in Kalimna, beautiful area. The views are amazing walking down the hill into Lakes
The atmosphere and the friendliness of the people
Waterways and hinterland are a great environment. Great Climate
Have lived here over 30 years. No particular likes. Just like living here
We came here 21 years ago to open a business, and then move further up the coast. We loved the
place so much, we aren’t going to leave! We love the town, our friends, and our Awesome Church.
Our business was hard work, but very kind to us. We love the place!
Relaxed lifestyle. Little traffic. Marine related industry work. Good place for family and children to
grow up.
The natural area & the friendly community
Small town community, location, walks, facilities, climate, local events , tourism town
The holiday atmosphere - the changing population, Holiday makers, The beaches & environment”
Lifestyle
Great views and amenity
Relaxed atmosphere, friendly people, most facilities are here, lovely walks, ambiance
8. What are the five (5) most important places in Lakes Entrance? (e.g. Viewing location, jetty,
foreshore, playground, shops, school)
Shops and school, Bullock Island if it is made for the older person to be made that they have a full
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view of the entrance and the cunningham arm where the activity is from their parked car, as it is
now all it seems to be is a complete shamble with poles everywhere.
View from Kalimna hill, Main Street, walk along footpaths, Footbridge, Beach and water ways,
Marine Parade footpath along water
Esplanade & footbridge, Myer Street precinct, North Arm / Marine Parade, Kalimna Hill (driving
down into town), Bullock Island
Access to the 90 mile beach, walking track and jetties along the foreshore, jemmies point viewing,
fish coop, swimming pool
Nice shops, lookout (Jemmys Point), Foreshore, Jetties
Aquatic centre - health is important, Aging facilities - good care for seniors, GLCH - support for
community, Library - Community hub, Iconic places - good for environment sustainability/heritage
and tourism
Entrance lookout on Jemmys and Bullock Island and walk from footbridge, All the walking tracks,
lifestyle and health, All the beaches - lifestyle and health
90 Mile Beach, Parks (Apex & Evett), Bullock Island & Esplanade, Restaurants/Cafes, Boat Cruises
Kalimna lookout and jetty/ walking track, Footbridge, 90 mile beach, Red Bluff & Lake Tyers,
Foreshore
Chemist, Supermarket, School, Medical centre, Foreshore
Beaches, Jetties, schools, shops, playground.
Esplanade, foodbridge, Myer Street, apex Park and bullock Island
Foreshore, beach, bullock island, fishing wharfs, shops, north Arm views
Entrance Walk, Foreshore, Lake Tyers , Outlook Jemmy’s Point, North Arm
Pool, Church, Shops
Aquadome, National Parks, Lake system, Beaches, rail trail, Buchan caves, surrounding area
Pool
Kalimna viewing platform, Shops, Library
Jemmys Point and halfway up the hill - best spot. Everyone stops for a photo, Service centre
(central location - library and service centre, community hub, Close to chemist, supermarket,
optometrist, opp shops, post office, Post office - central - needed for multiple payments,
applications etc, Info centre - entrance to town - convenient to supermarket, playground to walk on
waters edge “
Op shops - great for community chats and socialising, Eastern beach, Aldi, Woolworths, Target,
Reject Shop, All the Lakes and jettys, Surf club kiosk
Kalimna lookout, The view east and west from the footbridge, Walking/bicycle path along the North
& Cunninghame Arms, Views of fishing fleets Buying seafood off the fleets, Cafes, restaurants,
pubs serving local produce
Jemmys Point, Foreshore, Café & restaurants, Shops, Community
Ocean Entrance, Jemmy Point, Gippsland Lakes, Cafes, Footbridge
Jemmy’s Point, Bullock Island, the foreshore, the Lake system, the ocean and the beach
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The whole of Lakes is Beautiful & important
Clubs & restaurants, Foreshore, Shops, Boating, Parks
Entry to the town at Kalimna - room to improve lookouts etc., The Esplanade area - good interface
between shops/beach, Bullock Island - seal and dolphin viewing, Oil and gas fields should be
promoted to tourists, Utilise high points such as Cabarita Point, Gold Ring Road, Ocean View Road
1.Bowls Club, 2. Aquatic Centre, 3. Foreshore, 4. Look outs, 5. Restaurant
Fishing industry, Tourism, Foreshore, Entrance
Foreshore, Jetty’s, shops, our Church (Lakes Community Church) Bullock Island, Beach, footbridge
The Entrance. Jemmys Point. The beach. The surrounding waterways and forests.
The Beach, The Footbridge(needs urgent repairs and upgrade), The foreshore, Sporting and
community clubs, Medical centres
Community Health Centre, Jemmy’s Point, Bullock Island, Town walks, Foreshore
Pool, Woolworths Fishing co op
90 Miles beach, The Esplanade, Jemmy’s Point, Lakes system, surrounding bush - mountains
The foreshore esplanade, The fishing fleet and tourist boat tell the story of this special place, The
entrance - this is why the town has developed
Esplanade. Nice to walk near the water, Lakes (for boating), Coastal views (residential properties
with views), Golf course - a scenic and testing course, Aquadome - community health programs “
Kalimna jetty, lifesaving club, Foreshore, the lakes the town center
Foreshore, Shopping, Doctors and other medical, dentist optometrist etc. Sport facilities, Jetties
9. Why are these places important to you? (e.g. Memory or connection, the role of this place in
the town or community)
It is what is needed by ether older person, not coffee shops little places for the tourist to sit yes if
they are not wrecking the town for the resident it is our rates as well.
View from Kalimna hill is iconic, great first impression of the Gippsland Lakes, Main Street, walk
along footpaths - great walking, biking track, Footbridge - iconic, Beach and water ways - this is
Lakes Entrance what we are known for, need to protect and keep clean, Marine Parade footpath
along water - great walking, biking track
Vibrant places for social activities with family and friends, Places to go for a peaceful walk to destress and get some fresh air and exercise
They display and allow access to a unique world heritage listed area. Swimming pool and library are
essential community facilities.
See question 1 - Just like living here and having places (activities) available
These places draw tourists into the area and my Business depends on tourism 100%
I love having beautiful places to walk with my dogs and young children, The views are spectacular, I
think I have a new found appreciation of Lakes entrance after living in the city for 10+ years.
If the top five places for me (Chemist, Supermarket, School, Medical centre, Foreshore) weren’t
available I would reconsider living in Lakes Entrance and I wouldn’t want to drive 30mins just to
get something from a chemist/supermarket etc. They are required for everyday living and the
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foreshore is the main attraction.
Relaxation, cleanliness, ease of access
Esplanade- visibility and representation of our town, footbridge, iconic and again visually its
representing our town , Myer Street, was always the central hub and shopping go to, Apex Park,
used by tourists and locals alike, Bullock Island, such a beautiful place that is so underutilised
My childhood involved holidaying here. My grandfather was a fisherman both professionally and an
angler. The Lakes bring back so many fond memories
Exercise - walking, Boating kayaking on North Arm, Entertainment and activities for family of all
ages and visitors, Great views, Opportunity to see unique wild life, A taste of everything in one
place - lakes, beaches, surf, bush, mountains. Has local cinema
Open space and views. Clean air (sea-salt)
They capture the natural environment and setting of the town
Peaceful with friendly people
1. A life member - great club, friendly members, 2. Good place to exercise. Friendly staff, 3. An
attractive place to walk, 4. Great views, 5. A great variety of restaurants - something to suit
everyone
Keeps the town going, keeps jobs.
The Church is a place to meet wonderful people who care about our local community. The town
itself is friendly, and an easy place to get around. The beach and lakes hold a special place from
many years ago, from visiting as a child.
The Entrance has Historical significance both locally and for the state. The surrounding waterways
are world class in terms of environmental, aesthetic and cultural significance.
They all showcase the area and are valuable to the community
All add to the quality of living in the town
Interaction of space
10 Thinking about the long term for Lakes Entrance, what would you like improved in the town?
Leave it as it is
I would like to see a boardwalk built on the Kalimna hill to accommodate walking and riding, make
the most of the view and encourage more people to stop. Create a welcoming entrance to both
ends of the town, its amazing how many tourists stop at the Rotary sign on Kalimna and have their
photo taken in front of it.
Essential services required - More medical facilities - the (public) clinic is not adequate for current
needs and desperately needs some assistance to cope with future growth. Lakes could also
most certainly do with a hospital for emergencies and non-elective surgeries along with more
ambulances and the police station needs to be open 24/7
More jobs required - to keep families in the area instead of having to leave the region to look for
work. Not just seasonal / tourist driven / owner operated, but real career expanding, full-time
permanent employment opportunities
Better public transport - to encourage visitors and tourists to come through town, but also to help
residents get around easier (school aged and senior citizens in particular)
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More opportunities to encourage creativity - not just arts and culture but real creative thinking, to
help prepare the leaders of tomorrow
More focus on environmental education - such as incorporating a lookout at Kalimna Hill with the
burrunan dolphins and whalewatching, similar to the Nobbies Centre at Phillip Island. This could be
incorporated with the Lakes Entrance Visitor Information Centre and a cafe. The existing Lakes
VIC could then be turned into an arts exhibition space.
I would also like to see an expansion to the library. I use the facilities a lot although I usually order
books and DVD in online which come from other facilities as the collection at Lakes is quite small.
I know a number of older people in the community who would like to see a larger collection kept at
Lakes as they do not use online facilities. It would be good to see the library incorporated with the
historical centre and family history centre, in a larger facility.”
Improve the quality of businesses in the main town area. I.e.. Get rid of the fast food joints. Make
the town area more pedestrian friendly. Divert the princes Hwy in the town area and turn the
current roadway into green space so there is no road between the shops and the foreshore, please
don’t turn it into an urban centre, retain some of the fishing village charm and display its history.
Pavements - they spoil the look of an otherwise lovely town - Myer Street, parts of Esplanade badly
need renewing
Upgrade of pool facilities - outdoor pool, more indoor facilities - kids play area and hydrotherapy
for disabled, a drop in centre for the LGBTI community
Township layout - to be housing interspersed with parkland, ie. If farmland and shire land up the
middle of town ends up as housing it will make the town less appealing, more employment
As the numbers of fish & other seafood species are in decline according to people that return to
Lakes for recreational fishing, we should begin to target different demographics and promote the
town as more than just a place to fish or stay overnight on the way to the Sapphire Coast. The
figure of 12 Billion dollars spent annually on pets in Australia, and the fact that Australia enjoys one
of the highest percentage of pet ownership in the world suggests to me that we should encourage
and embrace tourists to bring their pets along to Lakes Entrance and promote it as dog friendly.
Of course, in order for this to bring in a substantial increase in tourism dollars we would need to
provide a year round off leash dog beach, and offer more outside dining options to cater for those
with dogs. Surely with all the beach area that we are blessed with, some part could be dedicated to
exercising both local and visiting pets. There is a very strong demand for this among residents of
Lakes Entrance, and also from all of the tourists who visit our business.
More family friendly venues and events
Better healthcare- i am appalled by the waiting lists for everything down here. The local medical
centres and brhs. I have travelled to Sale on a number of occasions due to being unable to get local
appointments for my infant and toddler.
More community sport- possibly some type of indoor venue, so ppl can continue through the winter.
More fisheries in the holiday seasons to monitor the undersize catching from local jetties. Earlier or
later opening hours for local shops and facilities, such as, supermarkets, chemists, Lakes entrance
aqua dome.
I would love to see a Water park Playground for all abilities children. And I would love a Off the lead
dog area at one of the beaches as my dog loves the water.
Help small businesses by reducing rates and helping with supporting local industry. The most empty
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shops ever. Businesses are closing because overheads are ridiculous.
To preserve the fishing port. Lakes Entrance has such a wonderful history of fishing and this needs
to be ‘shown off’ with a museum. Lakes needs a such a thing
Bullock Island could be a great resource if improved in some way. Clearly a tourist attraction,
and LEFCOL a great place - for viewing fishing activities and buying fresh fish BUT viewed from
jemmies point - it looks like a rubbish dump and driving in is not appealing.
Retail is attractive, divers and good quality. ,But a more centralised retail area would be an
advantage for gathering. A more centralises square - footbridge end of Myer Street - Town square
with small play ground. Leave Skate park where it is - Good place for teenagers to be independent
but not isolated and facilities for parents of younger children to supervise are good.
Do we really need 3 mini golf’s on the esplanade!! An Art gallery in Myer Street - either general
including Aboriginal Art or exclusively Aboriginal Art with workshops etc.
New warm pool at the pool
Foreshore family friendly water feature parks - we need to aim at activities teenagers over
summer and winter periods. 24 hour police station. Large inflatable floating on the lakes
Employment
Accessibility, parking
Myer Street especially the corner, More instructors for water aerobics at the Aquadome especially
Fridays
Indoor playgrounds, facilities, water park
I would like to see the waterways nears industrial sits cleaned up, and industrial estate moved to a
more discreet area or hedged with tall planting, rather an eyesore. More flower planting
Gallery, Cultural centre, Tafe college
Medical - waiting lists (6 months). Access to professional doctors. Also when ordering products to
Lakes it can take 6 weeks to arrive
More playgrounds on foreshore - possibly with a water playground and picnic bbq areas. Halls area
suitable for arts, drama, music production, Free camping area, Improve gardens
Traffic flow through the town. Oversize vehicle parking. Large building for events, arts & theatre.
Link gaps in existing walking pathways
The man made aspects of the town do not reflect its magic setting. The foreshore is a car
park. The car park should be the vacant land behind the shops. The walks and bike paths are
underdeveloped. The views are undersold e.g. no viewing platform at Jemmys Point. Landscaping
to reflect the natural environment. The fishing industry is not embraced. Bullock Island should
highlight this. The footpaths in the CBD are patchy and not attractive. Many businesses don’t seem
to take an interest in the town and are not forward looking. The town specializes in plans that are
not implemented.
New footpaths all through town, storm-water pits cleaned out every 12 months, the esplanade to
be consistent all the way along, more doctors & Shire needs to maintain Lakes better than they
have, I have noticed the Shire spends a lot more of rate payers money in Bairnsdale than in Lakes??
Infrastructure in commercial areas (i.e. highway) and surrounding areas such as parklands
Upgrade road network, Improve beach access and facilities”
a) More facilities for families, b) A small theatre (A small version of The Forge) - St Brendans are
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planning to demolish their stage and the Mechanics Hall is totally unsuitable
More entertainment e.g. indoor bowling, a maze or bigger better cinema. The town needs to grow.
I think that the foreshore can be improved, and good to see that the sea wall where that horrible
fence is will be replaced. Lakes has a charm about it, and you need to be very careful about what
you change. We could beautify Myer Street by improving the footpath ( maybe tiles, or something)
PLEASE DO NOT close Myer Street The intersection with the Hwy is fine as it is. Our business
was in Myer Street and I believe that you will kill business there if you do so. It is NOT a dangerous
intersection. We have a Pedestrian Crossing with the lights, and don’t need anything else. Please
listen to the locals with this. The Vic Roads questions didn’t give an opportunity to say leave it as it
is.
Strategically located and detailed available Historical information I.e. telling the story of the
Entrance, the town, and the industries around which it was built
Access to shops (parking), Upgrades to the entrance to the town and information centre.
Upgrade of key tourist facilities, increase in footpaths linking areas of the town making it accessible
for all, Completion of the many strategic plans that have been developed for lakes
Bring Fish shop back from Bullock Island
More Police - station opened more often, By pass for heavy vehicles - via Bruthen, Pedestrian
safety in Esplanade Upgrade of old caravan park facilities
The esplanade and foreshore is so out-dated! It needs immediate redevelopment - what happened
to the last consultation process?, Parking - traffic management for pedestrians and vehicular .
Welcoming place for the RV population
On the Esplanade, moves the cafés over to the waterside of the road with glazing on the north and
south side to improve light in shops and allow views of the sand dunes. Moves boats out into the
arm to allow room for retail building to be built and not to lose car space
Parking
Road into Bullock Island - needs sealing
We certainly do not need the closure of Myer Street Princes Highway intersection. Who would
wants a town with a major highway passing through it. Marine Parade needs widening. More
parking Free RV parking sites needed, despite caravan park being objective
11. What services or facilities do you use within Lakes Entrance?
Shopping (groceries, gifts, clothes)
More than once a week

19

Businesses (financial, travel, hair and beauty, mechanics, industrial activities, vet, real estate)

Once a week

3

More than once a week

Once a month

1

Once a week

6

Once every few months

0

Once a month

6

Once a year

1

Once every few months

3

Less than once a year

0

Once a year

0

20

Less than once a year

1

Unsure

6

Unsure
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Boating services (e.g. Jetties, refuelling)

Health services (doctors, dentists, community health)

More than once a week

2

More than once a week

0

Once a week

2

Once a week

0

Once a month

6

Once a month

12

Once every few months

7

Once every few months

10

Once a year

1

Once a year

1

Less than once a year

4

Less than once a year

1

Unsure

5

Unsure

14

Community services (libraries, childcare, Council
services, churches/spiritual)

Sports facilities (e.g. netball, football, cricket)
More than once a week

8

More than once a week

2

Once a week

4

Once a week

3

Once a month

0

Once a month

6

Once every few months

4

Once every few months

5

Once a year

0

Once a year

4

Less than once a year

5

Less than once a year

4

Unsure

10

Unsure

9

Recreation (e.g., playgrounds, parks, dog walking

Entertainment and dining (cafes, restaurants, pubs,

areas, beach, foreshore, fishing)

etc.)

More than once a week

14

More than once a week

8

Once a week

4

Once a week

6

Once a month

3

Once a month

5

Once every few months

1

Once every few months

1

Once a year

0

Once a year

2

Less than once a year

2

Less than once a year

0

Unsure

17

Unsure

11

Social activities (e.g. Rotary, surf club, CWA, Scouts,
other local community groups)

Education (schools and university)
More than once a week

5

More than once a week

4

Once a week

1

Once a week

4

Once a month

1

Once a month

4

Once every few months

2

Once every few months

2

Once a year

1

Once a year

2

Less than once a year

11

Less than once a year

7

Unsure

5

Unsure

3
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Public transport (bus services)
More than once a week

0

Once a week

0

Once a month

4

Once every few months

5

Once a year

3

Less than once a year

10

Unsure

2

Other (Please specify)
I go to aqua - meet friends etc (Great aqua centre, gym)
Pool
Aquadome
No advanced education available
No Scout club in Lakes
Aquatic centre
Aquadome
12. What services or facilities do you use outside Lakes Entrance? (e.g. Bairnsdale)
Shopping (groceries, gifts, clothes)
More than once a week

1

Businesses (financial, travel, hair and beauty, mechanics, industrial activities, vet, real estate)

Once a week

6

More than once a week

Once a month

8

Once a week

1

Once every few months

7

Once a month

6

Once a year

0

Once every few months

7

Less than once a year

2

Once a year

2

17

Less than once a year

5

Unsure

10

Unsure

0

Boating services (e.g. Jetties, refuelling)

Health services (doctors, dentists, community health)

More than once a week

0

More than once a week

0

Once a week

1

Once a week

0

Once a month

0

Once a month

1

Once every few months

2

Once every few months

8

Once a year

2

Once a year

6

Less than once a year

17

Less than once a year

5

Unsure

2

Unsure

16
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Community services (libraries, childcare, Council
services, churches/spiritual)

Sports facilities (e.g. netball, football, cricket)
More than once a week

2

More than once a week

1

Once a week

1

Once a week

0

Once a month

3

Once a month

1

Once every few months

3

Once every few months

2

Once a year

4

Once a year

4

Less than once a year

8

Less than once a year

13

Unsure

7

Unsure

5

Recreation (e.g., playgrounds, parks, dog walking

Entertainment and dining (cafes, restaurants, pubs,

areas, beach, foreshore, fishing)

etc.)

More than once a week

1

More than once a week

1

Once a week

1

Once a week

1

Once a month

4

Once a month

6

Once every few months

7

Once every few months

12

Once a year

3

Once a year

3

Less than once a year

6

Less than once a year

0

Unsure

8

Unsure

7

Social activities (e.g. Rotary, surf club, CWA, Scouts,
other local community groups)

Education (schools and university)
More than once a week

1

More than once a week

0

Once a week

1

Once a week

2

Once a month

0

Once a month

1

Once every few months

0

Once every few months

3

Once a year

5

Once a year

2

Less than once a year

12

Less than once a year

13

Unsure

5

Unsure

4

Public transport (bus services)
More than once a week

0

Once a week

1

Once a month

2

Once every few months

4

Once a year

1

Less than once a year

13

Unsure

5
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Other (Please specify)
Would never live in Bairnsdale to commercial now use to be a lovely town not now.
Public transport is only to use the train service to Melbourne
Church
Pool
Art gallery, Dentist, Specialists, Mechanics, Bunnings
Centrelink
Gunaikurnai cultural heritage & connection to country
Train
Quality Accommodation
Nothing - requirements are met in Lakes Entrance. Only go into Bairnsdale when needed
13. Are there places you think hold special cultural or historical significance in Lakes Entrance
(that you have not already mentioned)?
No
The Entrance, Bullock Island, The World War 1 trees on the Esplanade including the carvings, The
footbridge, Cunninghame Arm boardwalk, Jemmy’s point - including the huge big shady tree in the
carpark
The lookout tree at Jemmies point. Kalimna gully remnant rainforest, carpenters cottages on the
barrier, the relics at the entrance, rigby island for its importance to migratory birds, the Lakes
system for its importance to marine life including the Burrunan dolphin, old jetty sites, the cypress
tree chainsaw sculptures
Fishing industry, The Entrance, Oil Discovery, Lake Tyers Reserve, Trestle Bridge
The Kalimna hill bridge, Nyerimilang Park
Jemmys Point - pre European
The history of Lakes Entrance as a seafaring port should always be preserved as it is an intrinsic
part of the towns heritage. Also the Monteray Cypress Trees along the Esplanade must remain as
a tribute to the 26 local young men who gave their life during the first world war, and they really
give the town some character.
Bullock island, the entrance
Historical society and information centre important. Community Health centre is way ahead with
the spirit poles - Thanks tho the Aboriginal community and Bruce Hurley (previous CEO) - however
how wonderful it would be if there was something similar as part of the new!! Town Square by the
footbridge. Have seen it in Canada (Vancouver) with the totem poles of the first nations at an
entrance to a main park
Ocean Entrance
The original town site near the Entrance, Significant Aboriginal sites and heritage not recognised,
The creation of the Entrance, Lake Tyers Aboriginal Trust
No
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Nautical and Fishing history, Old Granite quarry, Old Trestle Bridge
Obviously the carvings or servicemen and women on the esplanade are special, along with the large
trees.
Old slipway site. Eastern Wharf. Footbridge.
Lookout tree, Original natural entrance area
The waterways and the connection to the broader lakes system, The links between Lakes Entrance,
Lake Bunga and Lake Tyers
Bullock Island. Needs to be developed for tourism. It is slowly becoming a total industrial area. This
area draws every visitor at least once while they are here
14. What are the top three opportunities or challenges for the future growth of Lakes Entrance?
Keep it as a town that the locals and tourist can use together not aimed at the tourist alone.
Tourism isn’t the only thing in the town. By the way I was in tourism here for 10 years, and have seen
new business owners come in with grand ideas after three years they leave, leaving the mess they
have created for the one left to try to right.
Tourism and the volume this brings to town is great, but it also brings many more expectations
and issues. e.g.: street waste and litter, parking and the difficulties local shops have surviving the
low season, there are too many empty shops. The town needs a large employer to support it’s
community, investment in bringing a plant/factory operation facility to Lakes.
Technology, businesses and shops having access to reliable services for their eftpos, internet and
growing expectations of younger generation.
Growth to the town - planning new subdivision, business and industrial areas. Development is very
spread and the different types are mixed. Stirling Drive development has only one access road in/
out, insufficient for a development this size.
Opportunities: Natural environment & growth in environmental tourism, Strong community
commitment to the town, Affordable housing
Challenges: Rising water levels, Unstable economy (availability of jobs), Distance from medical
facilities, specialists et
1. Turn bullock island into a wildlife sanctuary. 2. Take it from being a summer seasonal cheap
holiday destination to being a year round place to visit and experience the natural beauty of the
Gippsland Lakes. 3. Avoid it becoming a busy, car oriented place where only poor and retired people
live and the services are inadequate.
More central town centre
LGBTI Community inclusion, Homelessness and affordable housing, Mental health facilities
Employment and attraction of tourism or manufacturing, Monopolisation of real estate
Housing i.e.. Rental cost
We have a truly beautiful location, the most temperate climate in Victoria, great dining options and
friendly local residents. Attracting tourists to spend more than just one day on their way to (very)
pet friendly Merrimbula is a huge opportunity. Once we can demonstrate that we are closer than
the NSW coast so offer fuel savings, and can also provide the pet friendly accommodation, off leash
beach and services that they are travelling further to use, our off peak tourism industry will take
off!
Opportunities: Fishing industry, Food and wine
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Emergency services are very limited in the local area.
Challenges: Career opportunities- especially for women are very limited.
Parks and recreation sites such as walking tracks/public BBQs. Improvement of current facilities
such as the aqua dome and local fishing spots.
Sporting facilities, Public toilets at playgrounds, Off the lead Dog beach
Supporting small business so people aren’t drinking around a town full of empty shops
Employment, tourism, fishing
Town Square, Acknowledgement of Aboriginal culture in a prominent place, Improve Bullock Island
More attraction fun parks and water parks . Need to aim for the 12-24 year age bracket
Access to sport clubs e.g. - soccer, dance gymnastics, Tourist town, seasonal, Access to jobs,
Businesses closing down
Increase aging population and infrastructure to support them, Flooding - climate change,
Employment opportunities, Things for younger generations to do
Serious education/recreational courses for adults to have a real art gallery and performance
theatre and beautification of inner water ways
Climate change impacts - storm surge, rising sea levels, severe weather events including flood,
fire and wind, Impact on infrastructure environment, health and lifestyle, Inappropriate large scale
residential estates
1 - Environmental - waste management, reduce plastic bags, Prevention of flooding - seawalls .
Raise jetties
2 - Increase tourism
3 - Encourage businesses - jobs . Support local businesses - rental subsides
Opportunity: to be best Tourism Town in Victoria, Opportunity to brand name (Lakes Entrance)
commercial fish.
Challenge: to get business and retail working together
Creating an ambience in the town that reflects its magnificent setting for residents and tourists to
enjoy, Embracing the fishing industry. This is one of the things that differentiates Lakes from other
Coastal towns. Challenge is to protect the environment and have a sustainable fishing industry
Recognise and celebrate its Aboriginal heritage and its Aboriginal community.
Oops sorry that’s four!
For the Shire not to make choices for the residents, like putting in raised sections along Church
Street calling it a safety upgrade. For safety a round about should have been installed, better for
traffic flow
Fix commercial area along highway / shopping area, Fix car parking, including for caravans, trailers
(With great respect) - stop talking and surveying - actually get started on some significant works.
Enhance tourist attractions - better lookouts, Water park along Esplanade, Full gas reticulation,
Enhance mobile phone and TV reception
Stop VicRoads from making more ‘improvements’. The traffic congestion is bad enough during
the holiday season. VicRoads improvements make it even worse. Increased Police presence, More
varied entertainment to attract visitors all year round.
Badly designed roads not enough parking
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Please don’t take away the parking in the Esplanade. It’s hard enough to find a park in the busy
time, and if you take away the parking, where will visitors park? I don’t believe that they will, and
just continue on through. There is an opportunity to beautify on the grass area around the rotunda,
and along the esplanade. Remember that it is the rate payers money that you are spending, and as
such, be guided by the opinion of the locals, not someone who doesn’t live here.
Population demographics. Lack of opportunities for school leavers/young workers. Sea level rise
and effects of climate change.
Retail in lakes is dying and needs help. Keeping community groups and sporting clubs running.
Maintaining tourism levels.
Employment, Employment, Employment - Ditto for Orbost
Youth engagement - employment, Medical services for aging community, Traffic congestion - The
Esplanade
1 -The redevelopment of the esplanade/foreshore
2 - Creating a welcome for the tourist
3 - Have the business stakeholders on board to develop 1 & 2
Employment. Stop creating new land developments until the current ones are sold to improve
values of residential properties, create an outdoor swimming pool that is tidal controlled on the
Esplanade to encourage young tourists. Like North QLD
More passing lanes on the access road. Preferably rail access
More housing (new homes and rental properties), Traffic flow through the town area
Difficult to see industries flourishing here as to far from major town/city’s. Tourism is, and will
continue to be the best option for Lakes Entrance
15. If you have any other comments, please use the space below.
Public perception is that Council does a lot of consultations such as this one and comes up with a
number of ‘roadmaps’ for the future - but nothing ever comes of it. Hopefully this time the process
will result in real, quantifiable outcomes that prove Council is serious about its commitment to the
Lakes Entrance community.
Too many vacant shops
I would love to keep my family in the area,. My partner works in Traralgon and travels for workCFA career fire fighter. Traralgon is the closest fire station with career staff. I fear that once I am
ready to return to the workforce , I am not going to be able to find work - or rather employment
opportunities that satisfy me. This will play a big factor in whether we decide to stay in the area
long term.
There needs to be big changes for Lakes Entrance to continue to grow in the future.
I value the work East Gippsland does in the most difficult task of covering such an enormous
geographical area and trying to please everyone with limited funds due to population numbers
(rates)- and I love visiting all towns and parts of East Gippsland for markets and activities - But
as I live in Lakes Entrance I would really like some quality improvements there, at the same time
maintaining unique environment
Accommodation if out-dated. Marine Parade need to be modernised more park, dog areas
Water obstacle courses over Summer - Please look at the Townsville foreshore, fabulous for the
whole family
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Lakes Entrance is more than a shallow tourist destination. It needs to a little more serious for the
locals, it will attract different kinds of people who will improve it. There is violence here spoiling
it for some very lovely people. The jetties need to be more supervised, I have seen greedy people
filling their buckets overloaded with crabs! Protect our oceans, we could end up with no food for the
future
Need for a community group in town to co-ordinate issues, events and future projects. Currently
very fragmented...
Happy to discuss if you wish. Peter Sindrey 0418 117 998.
With the likelihood of a mini-ice age occurring in the next thirty years, more indoor facilities should
be planned. The ludicrous building requirements for rising seas should be abandoned. There is no
evidence that seas will rise to a great level. Where would he water come from? For the Antarctic to
melt the temperature would have to increase by 40c. Is that likely to happen?
Only LISTEN to the locals. Too often Councils, and Government ask for submissions, and just do
what they want anyway. I fear that this is another example. I hope not!
Surveys are great. Action is better
VicRoads proposal for Myers Street highway intersection are very poor. Will kill business in Myer
Street
Raise the level of any project, at the moment most things are aimed at the lowest common
denominator, allow for greater options. i.e. - we have enough mini golf businesses
We needs tourists to come to Lakes Entrance. Lots of them come to fish. If the netting continues in
the Lakes and they don’t get fish. They won’t come back
What is your gender?
What is your gender?
Female

27

Male

16

What is your age group?
What is your age group
25 to 44 years

9

45 to 64 years

15

65 to 85 years

16

85+ years

1
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